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A child would enjoy a Dinosaur Facts for Kids Picture Book because children naturally want to

obtain knowledge and enjoy learning. Dinosaurs are very interesting to children and children often

like to learn new things about them. Seeing the photos in the book will stimulate the child visually

while they can also listen to someone read the dinosaur facts to them or read the facts themselves.

There are so many different types of dinosaurs that children will be very attentive while reading a

Dinosaur Facts for Kids Picture Book. Kids of all ages would enjoy a Dinosaur Facts for Kids Picture

Book!
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We purchased this ebook for free, and it was definitely a hit with my 4 year old son. He sat through

the whole thing, and liked both the pictures and the facts.While this book was intriguing for my son,

there are things that I think could use improvement. The biggest improvement I think would be to

show the dinosaurs name on the computer generated pictures! It seems sometimes there is a

correlation between the images and the text, but not all the time. It would be easy to label the



dinosaurs and clear up any confusion. As another reviewer also pointed out, on page 28 there is an

incomplete sentence "Scientists measure smartness by figuring out how big an animal compared to

it's body." I'm sure the sentence should be "Scientists measure smartness by figuring out how big

an animal's brain is or was compared to it's body." The other thing that struck me as odd was the

contrast of cartoon dinosaur backgrounds on the facts page vs the realistic computer generated

pictures on the other pages.All in all, did it capture my child's attention and do I think it contained

some neat information about dinosaurs? Yes. But it could be done better.

Wow! Best e book that I have ever received for my granddaughter. Although some of the

descriptions may be more easily understood by older children she is still very entertained by the

pictures at this point. As she gets older I am sure that this will be a favorite. So I feel that younger

children will love the pictures and as they age they will stay for the facts and pictures as well. The

pictures are awesome and show both realistic pictures and cartoon versions. All of the facts are

placed with the cartoon versions and the realistic drawings are just the pictures themselves. The

font is fun and easy to read and I like that considering younger children would be reading this as

well. I know I am learning from this book while I read it to my young granddaughter and I always find

that a bonus in a book like this. Because if I am not interested I usually do not read it to her a

second time. Thank you for a fun and visually appealing book.I received this item free of charge so

that I would review it for my honest opinion.

I purchased this book for my son who just loves anything with dinosaurs. The book contains many

dinosaurs pictures, which are my sonâ€™s favorite, as well as cartoon versions of dinosaurs on the

facts pages. The book is beautifully illustrated and is simple and not overwhelming. It is probably the

best dinosaur book I've purchased for my younger child. I have the digital version, so I put it on my

sonâ€™s tablet with his other books, and I have seen him choose this book several times over

others. It is such a great book and my son has had many hours of fun and learning reading this

book. The fact descriptions are easy to understand and they provide some really fun and interesting

facts. I would definitely recommend this book to anyone with a child that is interested in dinosaurs!I

must disclose I received this book for a free or discounted price for my honest and unbiased review.I

will update after continued use as it is too soon to tell perhaps.Note: I received a discount on the

product for my fair and honest

I purchased this book for my 3 year old little boy that loves dinosaurs. He loves flipping through the



colored pages on my phone/ipad. He can't read yet but I like how the information about the

dinosaurs is quick and to the point. He will ask me questions about the dinosaur and I will read him

the information page. The pictures are life like which was unexpected based on the cover of the

book. Some of the pictures jump out of the page like they are 3D images. I enjoy that this came in

the form of an ebook so I can carry it with me everywhere and when he is bored he can look at it. I

would highly recommend this book to anyone with little children. I think he will like it when he gets

older and begins reading as well.I received this free or discounted for testing and reviewing the

product. I am under no obligation to provide a positive review and receive no incentives or rewards

for doing so. My aim is to highlight features and drawbacks that I would want to know about as a

buyer. My remarks are sincere and my own. I work very hard trying to write insightful and thoughtful

reviews for each item. This helps me to be a better reviewer. While it is true that many items are

received at discounted rates or complimentary, my reviews are completely honest and unbiased. I

receive no monetary compensation and not required to give a good review. This disclosure is in

accordance with the Federal Trade Commission Guidelines on Testimony and Advertising. Thank

you for reading my review!!!

Dinosaur facts for kids. This is a book that has quite a few colorful pictures of what we think various

dinosaurs looked like. The Kindle format has 2 pages of pictures without words, then a page that

says â€œPrehistoric Facts.â€• This pattern repeats throughout the book. These prehistoric fact

pages contain some interesting information. For example they list the first formally named dinosaur

and when it was named. I think this book is a great book for the first-second grader range. They will

learn a lot and the pictures should hold their attention long enough for while you are reading the

prehistoric fact pages to them. Younger children like mine seem only interested in the pictures and

lack the attention span to allow you to read the full fact pages to them. This is not an easy reader

book. I like how they give quite a few definitions of words like paleontologist, and carnivore. They

spend a good amount of time discussing the differences between types of dinosaurs. I really liked

how this book stated that all we know is from the fossil record. This book gives you a well rounded

view on dinosaurs from the size of their eggs to their brain size and how smart we think different

species were. Overall I enjoyed this book, and my kids enjoyed all the pictures I received this book

at a discount for review purposes and receive no compensation for my honest review.
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